
Loric Mathez is a Swiss/London Based freelance Session Drummer and Producer from 
Switzerland. To date Loric has worked with numerous artists and 

bands including Sebastien-H, Amélie Daniel, CHARLYN, Marzella and more. At the age of 
seventeen, Loric was approached by Stunner Drumsticks with an offer of endorsement and 
continues to this day to maintain that relationship. Loric has completed a Bachelor's 

degree in ‘Popular Music Performance’ and attained a Master's degree in 'Record 
Production’ after graduating from the University of West London - London College of 

Music.

Growing up in the awe inspiring surroundings of the Swiss Alps, Loric witnessed 
firsthand the delicate balance between nature and human existence. This is reflected in 

Loric’s approach to being a musician and producer.
As Loric puts it “In nature, there is a complicated tapestry that creates ‘being’, it’s 

almost intangible. You have to respect that, just like in a song you have to respect 
the melody or the natural feel without drawing attention to what lies underneath”. This 
approach has served Loric throughout his work spanning across multiple genres including 

Indie, Folk, Pop, Rock, Jazz and Electro.

Loric attributes his love of music to his father encouraged from a young age and bought 
him his first drum kit at age eleven. Combining tuition, discipline and a natural 

rhythmic flair Loric has since blossomed to be an exciting drummer. Renowned session 
drummer Phil Paris witnessed this firsthand and had the following praise for him:
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“Loric is a hardworking and dedicated musician who puts a lot of energy into what he does. His natural talent and 
assiduous work will definitely lead him to become a highly appreciated artist with a beautiful career ahead of 

him.”

As a multi-instrumentalist Loric has a firm understanding of the role and relationships between instrumentation in 
building up songs. In addition to this, his prowess in utilizing the studio has already gained him high praise. As 

Artist and Producer Hugh Neal puts it:

"Loric is a very accomplished producer who always brings the right elements to a project, no matter the genre. 
It's always exciting to hear what he will bring next!"
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